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The classic Singapore experiment is a field proven example to showcase

the potential of libraries - the national library as well as the chain of public

libraries the nation possess - for national and social development, initiated

during early '90s [1]. Ensuring seamless access to the pertinent,

contextually relevant information to stakeholders is the key ingredient to

knowledge generation as well as knowledge management for social

development, especially sustainable development, in a knowledge driven

society. This is quite possible a proposition as technology now provides

viable solutions for the above goal. Today's libraries are faced with the

challenges of integrating the traditional and the emerging information

paradigm. The current information environment unequivocally prompts

libraries to leverage on the latest digital technologies towards building

practical digital libraries and in setting up dynamic electronic information
systems.

Digital libraries do enable the seamless integration of the scholarly

electronic information, help in creating and maintaining local digital

content, and strengthen the mechanisms and the capacity of the library's

information systems and services. They increase the portability, efficiency

of access, flexibility, availability and preservation of digital objects.

Libraries today face the unprecedented challenge of managing an array of

content spread across a host of publication types and in a rapidly

proliferating mix of formats. There are a host of problems the enthusiastic

library fraternity face in their digital library development endeavours

starting from the copyright issues, technology complexities, infrastructure

threats, diverse publication types, multiplicity of digital object formats and

above all the publishers' stringent policies and monopoly. It is therefore

essential that the libraries adopt necessary strategies towards developing

digital libraries from the lessons learnt. The monolithic and the all-in-one-

container approach is no longer feasible and no more advocated. It is

imperative on the part of the information professional to have a

componentized and a multi-system approach to knowledge technologies

and information management. Seamless aggregation and meticulous

integration of diverse datastreams is the most appropriate strategy to be

adopted and applied [2]. Digital Libraries of the day need strong

foundations of the RDF vision supplemented with descriptive metadata



standards such as Dublin Core (DCMI) or METS. They also need the

strength of XML encoding schemas, related DTDs and XSL transformations

between the diverse datastreams and their Web (HTML) front-end. Leading

edge digital object management systems and digital library technologies

founded on field proven interoperability frameworks, complimented with

0A1-PMH protocol backing, is a pre-requisite for today's digital libraries.

This presentation advocates a set of essential strategies for consideration of the

proactive information professionals:

i) First and foremost are the content aggregation and the content

integration activities for designing a scholarship web portal, the Library

Portal. The library portal is envisaged as a one-stop-shop for all the

information resources and information services of the library embracing

all the publication types and physical formats.

ii) It stress upon the vital point that the Library Automation, taking care of

the basic library operations such as Online Public Access Catalogue

(OPAC), Content Acquisition, Serials Control, Information Processing

etc. is a pre-requisite and it becomes the foundation of a strong digital

information system.

iii) It further emphasizes the need for deploying interoperable open source

digital library softwares and open digital library standards and

technologies to be experimented, explored and exploited by the

libraries extensively. It illustrates the method of developing a Digital

Library using the UNESCO's 'Greenstone' Open Source DL software,

which include digitization and other related workflow operations,

content development and management, designing and creating

standard metadata sets to describe digital objects and encoding it in

standard markup formats. It also highlights the importance and the

necessary strategies that the libraries should adopt in building up

essential skill sets towards developing world class digital libraries.

iv) It highlights the Greenstone Support Network for India and the Asian

Region, which is in the making, in association with the Greenstone

software team at the University of Waikato (New Zealand), the

UNESCO and a team of experts from India and France.

v) The presentation, in addition, high'ights the role of libraries in

promoting Open Access by setting up scholarly Institutional

Repositories (IR) using open source software such as 'DSapce',

'EPrints1, 'FEDORA' etc.

In summary, the presentation underlines the dire need that today's digital library

information system is to be seen from a much wider and holistic perspective, and

provided with a much broadened meaning to hold and put together all the print,

digital and electronic information available and accessible to the library.



Role of ICTs in National Development

According to Subbiah Arunachalam [3], the advent of the Internet brought with it

hitherto unheard of possibilities for human creativity, information access, and

global communication. Access to technology at affordable costs as well as free

and open access to invaluable content spread across the world are the two

important components of public access. Community owned Internet kiosks or

telecenters can do wonders in combating the digital divide or lack of technology

in developing countries. Telecentres are now empowering communities in the

use of the Internet (education, health, micro-enterprises, and so on). They are

different from cybercafs which are mainly run with a profit motive and generally

have limited focus. The vast quantities of information that can be accessed by

anyone, anywhere, any time at no cost can be referred to as the information

commons.

Thanks to the Open Access movement catching up the world over. Open-

access (OA) literature is digital, online, free of charge, and free of most copyright

and licensing restrictions (http://www.earlham.edu/-peters/fos/overview.htm). It is

all about democratizing the scientific intellectual capital, which often draws its

energy from publicly or privately funded research. It is not against proprietary or

peer reviewed scholarly journals. According to Stevan Harnad, the world

renowned proponent of Open Access, it is just self-archiving the articles the

author has published in (peer-reviewed) non-OA journals. Hence it neither

bypasses nor replaces peer-review. It has nothing to do with changing peer

review. Self-archiving is a way of supplementing non-OA journal access with an

OA version for those would-be users whose institutions cannot afford the non-OA

journal. Today there are more than 400 such interoperable institutional

archives providing access to the full texts of many thousands of research

papers. This is especially helpful to scientists in the developing countries. Along

with open access archives, there are also open access journals for which

readers and their libraries do not have to pay a subscription. More than 1,700

journals - including a few hundreds from developing countries are now OA

journals [3],

The Singapore Experiment

"The library function has a national competitiveness dimension as well as a

quality-of-life dimension. We think of it in terms of purpose, process and people.

The purpose is about making Singapore a learning nation and empowering

people. The process is about the library function and providing customer-centric

services. The people part is about making our citizenry information-literate"....

"Our purpose is to continuously expand the nation's capacity to learn through a

national network of libraries and information resource centers providing services

and learning opportunities to support the advancement of Singapore" (Library

2000-lnvesting in a learning nation) [4].



A Harvard Business School case entitled "Transforming Singapore's public

libraries" discusses the above success story of Singapore in crystal clear terms.

Singapore is a field proven example to showcase the potential of libraries for
national and social development, initiated during early '90s. They have achieved

it with ambition, vision, goal, dedication, unity and hard work. It took around 10
solid years to achieve the laid down goals, to convert their objectives into reality.

Internet Technology was the key enabler of this mass transformation, supported,

supplemented and complemented by a national level network of library resource

sharing. The philosophy, sprit, enthusiasm and encouragement of the present

study has been, by and large, derived from this Singapore episode, wherein the

public policy, technology lifestyle, social informatics and the public library

systems have successfully synchronised in the nation's capacity building

process.

Suggestions and Policy Recommendations

A research study undertaken by the presenter during 2005 among a cross

section of libraries in India clearly reveals the strength and potentialities of IT /

Internet technologies in the library resource enrichment and resource sharing.

Libraries are scattered across the country and they have a highly strategic role to

play in the development, particularly in science and technology scenario, and

more specifically, the scientific productivity of the researchers, scientists and

faculty members. This call for a proper coordination and integration and thereby

pooling the resources of all the libraries scattered and distributed across the

country. This can be achieved only with the help of IT / Internet technologies.

Suggestions and Recommendations (an indicative set of) are the following:

■ A National Library Board is to be created by the Government towards

advising and framing a National Policy on advanced and IT enabled

nation-wide public library services.

■ A National Policy for the introduction and application of IT in the special

libraries must be formulated and implemented by the Government in

coordination with the National Library Board.

■ In the new information environment, induction of IT / Internet and related

technologies and creation of necessary infrastructure are highly essential

and it should be given top priority in the libraries and information centers

t0 meet the challenges of technology push as well as the user demands.

■ Digital libraries enable the creation of local content, strengthen the

mechanisms and capacity of the library's information systems and

services. They increase the portability, efficiency of access, flexibility,

availability and preservation of content. Libraries should make the best



use of open source digital library softwares and create local digital
libraries, which are interoperable and international in standards.

Open Access Archives or Institutional Repositories play substantial role in
pooling the intellectual capital of an organization. Numerous open source

softwares are available for creating them and libraries should install,
configure and customize institutional repositories and publish them on the

Internet.

The existing library networks can be made more meaningful and relevant

by value adding their resources and services such as Web based union

catalogues of their predominant resources, online journal gateways,

access to full-text databases, E-Reference works etc. The library networks

also could offer E-Journal as well as E-Books consortia services.

With the Internet Information Infrastructure (III) in place, libraries should

field and take initiatives on consortium of special libraries. In this model

the participating libraries have several added advantages such as

homogeneity of participating libraries, library specific preferences and
customization, special voice on the resources allocation and subscriptions,

user-feedback based resource fine-tuning, elevated level of sense of

belongingness leading to increased productivity and sustainability etc.

Library's Web site or the library portal helps the libraries in the seamless
content integration and content aggregation activities. It plays a dual role

of giving it a world wide visibility and acts as its virtual front office. This is
the most frequently visited site by the user community in the campus.

Libraries must make the best use of this user behaviour proactively in

promoting information resources and services.

Libraries should explore and make the best use of virtual libraries which

provide invaluable information on almost every discipline.

Library Networks have a pivotal role in enhancing resource sharing and in
enriching the resources in libraries. They need to embrace technology
proactively and come up with innovative ideas and systems for the benefit

of the members.

The Human Resources available in the library / information center play

central and crucial role in the successful shaping and sourcing of cutting

edge IT infrastructure and state-of-art information resources/services.

There should be a proper policy on the Human Resource supply and
development opportunities in the libraries. The library staff should be

properly educated and trained to reap the full benefits offered by IT /

Internet technologies.
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There exists a considerable Digital Divide - the gap between the IT /

information rich libraries and the IT / information poor libraries, which is

widening at an alarming rate. Lack of proper information and infrastructure

planning, serious lapse in the timely adoption of proper strategies to face

the changing technologies and environment, non-availability of sufficient

trained and skilled manpower, lack of management

encouragement/support and above all the scarcity of funds go together to

constitute the situation. IT / Internet technologies are the best tool to tackle

the Digital Divide.
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